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STORYBOARD FOR PROVIDERS 
Storyboard gives you easy access to a patient's story, no matter where you are in their chart. Review key 
information, hover for additional detail, and click to take action.  

Try It Out: Storyboard Basics 
Open a patient's chart. Storyboard appears on the left side of the screen, and the activity tabs appear at the 
top of the screen.  

A. Hover over any item in Storyboard to see more. You also can hover over an icon to determine what an icon 
signifies. 

Click hyperlinks in Storyboard to jump to an activity to see more detail or take action. 

B. Click the back arrow to get back to where you were. 

C. Use Chart Search to find the information you're looking for. For example, enter "CBC" to search the 
patient's chart for prior lab results. 

D. Copy the MRN, CSN, HAR from the hover bubble.  You cannot copy the MRN directly from the storyboard.  

E. Inpatient Navigators are combined into tabs called Navigators  | Consults. 

F. Hover over weight to see BMI and BSI. 

G. Hover over “Pref Rx and Lab” to see patient’s preferred lab and pharmacy. 

 

  

  



 
 

 

Try It Out: Review Patient Identity Information 
A patient's preferred name, if they have one, always appears in Storyboard. The preferred name appears first 
with the legal name below it. If there is a preferred gender it appears under the Gender/Age/Dob Info. 

Hover over preferred gender to see more detailed information, including the patient's legal name, preferred 
pronouns, legal sex, and sex assigned at birth. 

  

 

 

  



 
 

 

Try It Out: Review Treatment Team and Send a message 
A. Hover over the attending provider information to see the patient's full treatment team and their contact 
information. The team pager number for provider care teams appears, when available.  

B. Start a Secure Chat right from the hover bubble with individual providers or a provider care team, when 
Secure Chat is available for those providers. 

 

  



 
 

 

Try It Out: Customize Storyboard 
You can customize Storyboard to best suit your needs. There are a few ways you can customize storyboard.  

Right click anywhere in Storyboard to be brought to menu.  

A. Refresh Storyboard updates automatically. You can manually refresh by right clicking anywhere in 
storyboard and selecting refresh.  

B. Copy You can copy the data over which you are hovering.  
C. Width You can customize Storyboard width as needed based on your monitor size as needed. Select  

Auto, Narrow or Wide width.   
 

 
 

D. If you are frequently in data dense activities such as flowsheets or results review, you can use the 
resize options near the upper right corner to widen activity to full screen. This will flip the storyboard 
to a horizontal header across the top of your workspace. Resize again to flip storyboard back when you 
are done in activity. Everything that appears in storyboard will not appear in horizontal header. 

  



 
 

 

Try It Out: Customize Your Horizontal Activity Tabs 
With Storyboard, your activity tabs now appear across the top of the screen, and you can customize those tabs 
to best suit your needs. Tabs you don't use very often have been automatically moved to the More menu to 
simplify your screen. It is recommended that you only have the activities you use most often as tabs and move 
the other tabs to More menu. This will ensure you can easily see the tabs. If you have a small computer screen 
the activity tabs will be smaller and part of the wording will be cut off. When you customize your activity tabs 
you will see the changes in each patients chart you open.  

Right-clicking an activity tab opens a tab customization menu. 

A. Click Move to More Menu to move your less commonly used activity tabs to the More menu.  

B. Use Mark as Important to add an icon and make the activity tab stand out. 

C. Click the arrow to open the More menu. 

 

  



 
 

 

Try It Out: Use the Wrench 
With Storyboard, your activity tabs now appear across the top of the screen, and you can customize those tabs 
to best suit your needs. Tabs you don't use very often have been automatically moved to the More menu to 
simplify your screen. 

A. Click the wrench icon at the top right of the screen to open the Customize activity. 

 You can rearrange, add, or remove activities.  

 Change the size of tabs and add or remove icons from a tab.  

 Switch to icon only tabs. 

 Review your own usage statistics to help guide customization. 

 To see recommendations based on your usage, you can click the Optimize to Usage button.  

 You can also right-click activity tabs directly in the toolbar to update their formatting. 
B. Follow the directions on the screen to drag and drop activity tabs to a different spot across the top of the 

screen or into the More menu. The more menu can be a place for rarely used activities.  

 

 

 


